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Alaska is facing difficult choices between difficult fiscal options.

• We have been running very big deficits

• We have been using reserve funds to pay for the deficits

• Our reserve funds are running out

• Within a few years, we will have to reduce the deficits

• Our only options are:

– More spending cuts

– New revenues

– Using Permanent Fund earnings
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One of the issues in making these choices is

how different options would affect our economy.



ISER is doing a study of economic impacts of Alaska fiscal options

• $60,000 study funded by DOR and OMB

• Study is just beginning

• Timeline

– Mid-September:  Preliminary report

– Mid-December:  Draft final report

– Early January:  Final Report
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We welcome your advice about this study

• We want the study to be helpful to Alaskans

– Particularly to the legislature which has to make the hard choices

• We welcome your advice:

– Today or any other time

– By email, phone, meetings

– What fiscal options do you want to know about?

– What economic impacts do you want to know about?

• We will form an informal study advisory group:

– Looking for a wide range of perspectives

– Will meet by teleconference two or three times

• To advise about study design

• To review preliminary and draft final reports

– We would welcome legislative participation
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We are not advocating for or against any options

• Our goal is to help inform the discussion

• We will compare impacts of different options in a consistent, 

objective way
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We will study economic impacts of a broad range of fiscal options, 

including but not limited to:

• SPENDING CUTS

– Capital budget

– Operating budget

• Across the board

• Specific kinds of spending

• NEW REVENUES

– Income taxes

– Sales taxes

– Resource taxes (fishing, mining, etc.)

– Changes to oil taxes and credits

• USING PERMANENT FUND EARNINGS

– By using earnings which would otherwise go to dividends

– By using earnings which would otherwise be saved
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We will study several different types of economic impacts

• Impacts on jobs and income of Alaskans

– By sector (government and private)

– By industry

– By region

– By income group

• Impacts on Alaska migration and population

– Migration within Alaska and between Alaska and other states

• Short-run and long-run impacts

– Short-run effects on jobs and income

– Long-run “feedback loops” on investment and development

• Who pays for fiscal options:

– Extent to which they collect revenues from non-residents

– How they affect our federal income taxes
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We will study both absolute and relative

economic impacts of fiscal options

• Absolute impacts:  

– total jobs and income impacts of each option

– A $600 million income tax has a bigger impact than a $100 

million school tax

• Relative impacts:

– Jobs and income impacts per $100 million saved or raised

– Per $100 million raised, the impact of an income tax might be 

bigger or smaller than a school tax 
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How we will do the study

• Review major findings of past ISER studies

• Update past ISER studies using current data

• Review other studies

• Use “input-output modeling” to estimate short-run job and income 

impacts of different options

• Use ISER’s Alaska Economic and Demographic Model to estimate 

long-term economic and demographic impacts

• Use IRS income data to estimate how fiscal options would affect 

different income groups
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Limits to the study

• We will have to make a lot of assumptions

– How spending cuts would be made

– How new revenue options would be designed

– How the Alaska economy works

• Longer-term “feedback” impacts of fiscal options are harder to 

project and analyze

– investment

– migration

– economic development

• We will provide the best available estimates of impacts given the 

limits of data

• We will discuss the relative certainty or uncertainty of our estimates
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We already know a 

lot about economic 

impacts of different 

fiscal options.

ISER has been 

studying this issue 

for a long time.
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From ISER’s 1987 study . . .

(28 years ago)
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What we’ve learned from past studies

• There are no painless options

• All our fiscal options would affect Alaska’s economy

• Different options have different economic impacts

– Different impacts on industries, income groups and regions

– Different effects on investment, development and future revenues
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From ISER’s 1987 study . . .

(28 years ago)
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From ISER’s 1987 study . . .

(28 years ago)
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This conclusion was because higher-income people, who would pay 

relatively more in income taxes, tend to spend less of their money in the 

Alaska economy than average-income Alaskans who would be giving up 

dividends.  Whether this conclusion would still hold depends on how the 

income distribution and spending patterns of Alaskans may have changed.



From ISER’s 1987 study . . .

(28 years ago)
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This conclusion implied (indirectly) that cutting state spending could have an 

even greater effect on jobs than imposing income taxes or cutting 

dividends—depending on the type of spending.
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ISER 1999 estimates: 

How many jobs are 

created by $1 million 

in state spending?
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Spending money on 

state workers creates 

the most jobs because 

you create 

government jobs 

directly and then more 

jobs when the 

government workers 

spend their income.

Spending money on 

dividends creates 

fewer jobs because 

you don’t create any 

direct jobs directly—

you only create jobs 

when people spend 

their dividend income

ISER 1999 estimates:

How many jobs are created by $1 million in state spending?
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ISER 1999 estimates: 

How much personal 

income is created by 

$1 million in state 

spending ?

Paying Alaskans 

money directly creates 

the most income for 

Alaskans!



How you cut spending has a big effect on what the economic impacts are

(Preliminary ISER estimates, February 2015)
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Direct Multiplier Total Direct Multiplier Total

Cutting agency operations by $100 million* 318 548 866 30 31 61

Cutting capital spending for buildings by $100 

million*
506 425 931 42 22 64

Cutting the state workforce to reduce total pay 

by $100 million (cutting about 1466 jobs 

averaging about $68K/job)

1466 499 1965 100 22 122

Across the board pay-cuts for state workers 

totaling $100 million (cutting all workers' pay 

by the same %)

0 499 499 100 22 122

Preliminary Estimates of Economic Impacts of Cutting State Spending by $100 Million

How the $100 million is cut

Employment Impacts

(full-time equivalent

jobs in Alaska)

Income Impacts

 (millions of $ of labor 

income earned in Alaska)



From a 1993 ISER study:

“Whatever the state does to balance the budget will cost 

Alaskans jobs and income—but the effects will not be the 

same in all households and communities.”
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From a 1993 ISER 

study:

Different fiscal options 

would have widely 

different effects on 

different income groups



Regional economic impacts of spending cuts would depend on how 

important government jobs and income are in the regional economy.

Some regions are much more dependent than others.
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